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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Members,
I hope that this finds you enjoying
the first mild days of spring,
especially now that Daylight
Savings Time has begun. This plus
the appearance of the March
newsletter heralds the spring
meeting of the Society. This spring
we are pleased to be celebrating the
Society’s 75th anniversary and
toward the celebration of that
anniversary, Dawn has put together
a program that will highlight some
of the latest archaeology in the state
and Northeast, from the Paleo
period to the historic. Plan to mark
your calendar for April 18th, since
this should prove to be a special and
most enjoyable meeting.
Recently the Board of the Society
has become has become aware of
the turmoil at the Schaghticoke
reservation in Kent. Over the past
several months a rogue builder has
been systematically digging up
sections
of
the
reservation,
destroying potential archaeological
sites as well as ground sacred to the
heritage and spiritual well being of
the tribe. The situation has been
badly complicated by a dispute
between two factions of the tribe,
the majority Schaghticoke Tribal
Nation and a minority scion
Schaghticoke Indian Tribe. This
has resulted in the state refusing to

take action against the excavator to
stop his desecration.
At the January Board meeting,
realizing that regardless of the
factionalism, important historic and
prehistoric sites are being destroyed
or are in danger of being destroyed,
it was decided that a letter should be
addressed to the Attorney General
of Connecticut apprising him of the
situation and requesting his help by
issuing a cease and desist order,
until the an adequate series of
surveys can be made on the Kent
reservation under the supervision of
the State Historic Preservation
Officer and the Office of State
Archaeology. This letter was sent
with copies to the Governor Rell,
and Gina McCarthy, Commissioner
of the DEP who are charged with
oversight of state protected properties such as the Kent reservation.
As of this writing, I have received a
letter from Attorney General
Richard Blumenthal, acknowledging
the receipt of our letter and
promising further communication
from
the
Special
Litigation
Department of his office.
I
understand
from
a
recent
conversation from Nick, AG
Blumenthal’s office is indeed
preparing a follow-up letter. I hope
that by the time of our business
meeting on April 18th, I will have
some further and hopefully more
pleasant news on this matter.
Meanwhile, this most disagreeable
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situation continues although the rate
of destruction has been curtailed
somewhat by inclement weather.
On a more pleasant note, I hope that
you have had a chance to experience
the
Society’s
Web
site
(www.connarchaeology.org).
Jay
McMahon continues to up-grade
and expand the site and it now has
something for everyone.
I
especially recommend the Blogs. If
you have not read a blog before, our
web site is a chance to learn about
this new form of archaeological
networking. The discussions are
fresh and interesting and in some
cases fascinating. I also recommend
the links to Digital archaeology and
Ancient Rome in 3D. Both show
some of the latest possibilities in
archaeological reconstruction.
Once again I appeal to you to
become involved in the Society.
We are especially looking for
members who would like to help us
in long term planning and would be
willing to be part of the Society
Board. Even if my pleas do not
move you to become involved, we
are still interested in your
suggestions and comments. Please
feel free to contact me at the
meeting in Essex or using any of the
contact information later in the
newsletter.
Meanwhile I look
forward to seeing you in Essex.
Dan Cruson
President
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NOTICE: 2009
Applications now
being accepted for

THE LYENT
RUSSELL AWARD

meeting of the Society.
It is
expected that the funds will be
utilized within a year of the award.
Preference will be given to those
practicing archaeology as an
avocation
and/or
without
institutional affiliation, although no
one who applies will be rejected for
not meeting these criteria. Selection
will also be based upon immediacy
of need; i.e. the degree that a site is
threatened and the shortness of the
time frame within which research
must be finished. It is also expected
that once the research is finished the
results will be shared with the
Society in the form of a Bulletin or
newsletter article.
An application for the Lyent Russell
Award is included in this newsletter.
Copies will be also available at
ASC Meetings or from the ASC web
site at www.connarchaeology.org.

Have You Checked Our
Website Recently?
Visit us at
www.connarchaeology.org
for the latest information about the
ASC, archaeology in our region, and
an electronic version of this
newsletter, constantly updated by
our webmasters Jay and Dawn
McMahon. Buy books and other
merchandise
from
the
ASC
Bookstore and help benefit your
society!

Focus On
FIELD SCHOOLS

Lyent Russell (1904 -1998)
For the second season beginning in
March 2009, a committee of the
Society
will
be
accepting
applications from Society members
for an award of from $500 to $800
to be awarded at the 2009 fall

Some of the most important
archaeological research being done
in Connecticut and surrounding
states today is in the form of
summer field schools sponsored by
several
universities,
Native
American tribal governments and
other
organizations,
while
additionally training the next
generation of archaeologists. In the
following column, a feature in each
March issue of ASC News, the field
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school directors describe their
programs for the coming year.

Western Connecticut
State University
ANT 229: Archaeological Field
Methods
June 1 – July 2, 2009
Dr. Laurie Weinstein and Dr.
Bethany Morrison
This course will allow students to
actually
participate
on
an
archaeological project. Members of
the class will assist Drs. Weinstein
and Morrison in the survey,
mapping, and excavation of a
Revolutionary
War
winter
encampment site in Redding, CT.
This site was occupied by a portion
of General Washington’s army
during the winter of 1778-79. The
field school is working toward the
goal of protecting the site by
nominating
it
as
a
state
archaeological preserve. Students
will learn to identify prehistoric and
historic artifacts and features, will
learn mapping skills and basic use
of Global Positioning Units, as well
as conduct their own archaeological
excavations.

Eastern Pequot/UMass
Deadline: April 1, 2009
Location: Connecticut
Dates: July 6 - August 2, 2008
Field School in Archaeology on
the Eastern Pequot Reservation
A five-week, intensive six credit
program exploring the effects of
colonialism and reservation life on
the Eastern Pequot tribe during the
17th through 19th centuries.
The Department of Anthropology is
offering its annual five-week
archaeological field course on the
Eastern Pequot reservation, located
in southeastern Connecticut. In
collaboration with the Eastern

Pequot Tribal Nation for the seventh
consecutive year, the field school
will conduct testing and excavation
at 17th through 19th century sites as
part of the ongoing effort to
understand Pequot responses to
European
colonialism
and
reservation life.
Students will receive training in
techniques such as map-making,
subsurface surveying, excavation,
artifact processing, and material
culture
identification.
Ethics,
heritage,
and
politics
in
contemporary archaeology will also
be explored.
This course offers a unique
opportunity
for
students
to
participate in a collaborative and
engaged archaeology alongside
Native
American
community
members - including tribal leaders,
elders, adults, and youth - in a joint
effort to recover aspects of Pequot
history in southern New England.

Dr. Stephen Silliman
Department of Anthropology
University of Massachusetts Boston
Tel 617.287.6854
Fax 617.287.6857
stephen.silliman@umb.edu

Bellantoni, was presented at the
Twelfth Annual Meeting of FOSA.
An audience of close to 200 people
enjoyed the presentation, Early
Human Populations in the New
World: A Biased Perspective by
James Adovasio, Ph.D. at the
Annual Meeting. The information
and opinions that he gave, based on
his years of field experience, were
well received and he was kept busy
after the program with many
questions.
Seventeen volunteer members of
FOSA attended an introductory
training session conducted by Nick
Bellantoni and Bruce Greene at the
CT State Museum of Natural
History on a Saturday in February.
This was followed up with an
artifact cataloging session at the
archaeology lab at Horsebarn Hill,
led by Ken Beatrice, Bruce and
Nick. Brennan Gauthier, an
archaeology grad student, also
helped the ten FOSA members learn
some of the details associated with
cataloging.

April 2 - Thursday - 8:00 pm
Culinary Arts Dining Room - West
Campus
The Rise and Fall of Angkor: A
Report on Recent Research in
Cambodia
Dr. Douglas O’Reilly
Yale University

Moravian Dye Works—Yale
Field School in Bethlehem, PA
by Betsy Wacker
For the last two years, the month of
October meant weekends packed
into a Yale bus driving the Field
School
students,
equipment,
sleeping bags, and food to the
Moravian
Colonial
Industrial
Quarter of historic Bethlehem, PA.
As the Teaching Fellow for the
department’s year long field
techniques and lab course I was an
instructor, chauffeur, and overnight
chaperone.

Otherwise, volunteer work on the
library at Horsebarn Hill and the
cataloging of artifacts continues. If
you are interested in helping, please
contact
FOSA’s
Volunteer
Coordinator at: Bobmartinchek
@yahoo.com

NEWS FROM OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS

Archaeology
Club of
Norwalk
Community College
FOSA began the year on a sad note
with the passing of Dave Cooke,
one of the founders of the
organization and the field supervisor
of our digs. His knowledge of
native material culture and his
humor will be missed. A memorial
tribute to Dave, put together by
John
Spaulding
and
Nick

Club Meetings — Spring
Academic Semester
March 12 - Thursday 8:00 pm
GenRe Forum — East Campus
Bronze Age Burial Mounds,
Mummified Remains from the Gobi
Dr. Bruno Frohlich, The
Smithsonian
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View of part of the Colonial
Industrial Quarter, remaining dye
works next to restored grist mill
with only rafters from the ceiling of
the 2nd floor. Tannery is beyond
dye works.
The dye works site, located
downslope from the village founded
in 1741 and alongside the
Monocacy Creek (a tributary to the
mighty Lehigh River) consists of the
stone and brick ruins of the original
structure that housed first a fabric
dyeing enterprise, a 19th c. granary,
a 1940’s auto parts junkyard, and
finally a restored public space. By

1756 the area was dense with 40
crafts and industries, millraces and
waterwheels, and all the human and
animal impact that was inescapable
with such activities.
The
Moravians,
immigrating
from
Herrnhut in Bavaria, were a pietist,
communal,
missionary-oriented
denomination
determined
to
establish an economically viable
headquarters in North America. The
dye works consisted of a core
building with only 1.75 of the twostory walls exposed and a smaller
annex of four foot high walls
present. Over the two dig seasons, 3
units were strategically placed to
sample the areas outside and
adjacent to the front door (Unit 1),
inside the main building nearest the
common wall with the nearby
Luckenbach Grist mill (Unit 2), and
in the annex (Unit 3). Artifacts, soil
types, features, and stratigraphy
largely
corroborated
known
timelines of the occupation and use
of the structure.
Unit 1 revealed the expected and
orderly layers of cinder from the
junk yard period, and soils from the
earlier transition of the building to a
granary for the mill. Regularly
interspersed were fine layers of silt
due to alluvial events from the near
by, volatile Monocacy Creek.
Unit 2 revealed an amazing feature an intact screw conveyer and
horizontal track used to return grain
from the granary to the mill, by way
of a trough underneath the railroad
siding that then separated the
buildings. Unit 1 was excavated to
a depth of over 1.5 m where it
appeared that some of the original
slate and brick walkways and
dressed stone porch footings were
exposed. An extensive number of
metal objects dating from early 19th
c. nails and spikes to auto parts were
unearthed. A complete array of
ceramic sherds, dating from c. 1800
to the end of the century were
present, validating the known
occupancy of the upstairs of the dye
house, by the Mattias Weiss family,
from its inception as a working

building to purely a residence. Also
found were shell and bone (perhaps
from a nearby restaurant in the
1920’s), copious amounts of both
domestic and industrial glass,
buttons, beads, a c. 1900 coin,
various types and brands of brick,
anthracite and slag, and some
antiques metal toys, among other
artifacts.

Unit 2 inside the main dye works,
the grain screw conveyor and
underground trough
The students continue to process
and catalog the artifacts as well as
analyze their data for the final site
report due in May. My thesis will
integrate both dig seasons and will
be completed by March 2010 in
time for the spring graduation.

Come and volunteer in the
NCC Archaeology Lab or
Excavate in the Field!
Our lab work this semester will be
the continuing cataloging and study
of the artifacts from the Gallows
Hill site. Due to a shortage of
classroom space, the Archaeology
Club laboratory sessions will be
limited for the spring semester. Lab
sessions will take place from 5-9:00
pm in room W-131 on the following
dates:
 February 5 and 19,
 April 30, May 5 and

May 14.
As an alternative location for the
labs is being sought for the
remaining Thursday nights, keep in
touch with Ernie Wiegand at 8577377 to see if a room has been
found.
Field Excavation
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Fieldwork will also resume at
Gallows Hill starting with the last
weekend in March and continuing
through mid-May. This spring, we
will finish the area containing a late
18th century structure and will
begin testing other portions of the
site which are known to contain
evidence of a Late Archaic period
(c. 2500-1700 BC) occupation. As
of press time, the schedule is for the
dig to take place between 9-4:00 pm
on
 March 28,
 April 5, 11, 19 and
 May 2, 10 and 18.
As the schedule is subject to change
due to field and weather conditions,
call Ernie for the latest information
a few days before the scheduled
field session.

Spend a week this spring
digging at Topper in South
Carolina!
Join a fun group of volunteer
avocationalists, graduate students
and professionals for a week of
excavation at one of the most
important and oldest sites in the
Americas.
The Topper Site in
Allendale County, South Carolina,
excavated by Dr. Al Goodyear of
USC, has a large Clovis as well as
controversial
Pre-Clovis
components. For two of the last
three years NCC has been
represented at this fascinating dig.

Weeks are May 4, 11, 18, 25 and
June 1. Some NCC club members
will attend the week of May 18th.
Cost is only $466.00 which includes
lunches and dinners. Drive, or fly
into Charleston, Atlanta, Charlotte
or Columbia, SC.
For more

information contact: www.allendaleexpedition.net

a stone carving of your own design
to take home.

Publications Transferred to
OSA-UCONN:

Connecticut
Archaeology Center

To register for a program or for
more information, contact the
Connecticut Archaeology Center at
860-486-4460 or E-mail to
www.cac.uconn.edu

Harper, Ross K. (2008) Hunting,
Trapping & Fowling in Eighteenth
Century Connecticut. Museum of
Fur Trade Quarterly 44(2): 2-19.

STATE HISTORIC
PRESERVATION OFFICE

Medin, Anmarie (2007) Work
Camps: Historic Context &
archaeological
Research Design (Draft).
California Dept. of Transportation.

Soapstone Carving
Cheri Collins, Staff
Saturday, April 18, 10 am to 12
noon (Map will be mailed to
participants.)
Advance registration required: $25
($20 for Museum members)
Includes materials fee.
Ages 8 and above. Children must be
accompanied by an adult.
Because of its unique geological
characteristics such as heat retention
and ease in carving and polishing,
soapstone is a mineral used by
people throughout the world to
produce many different items of
utility and beauty. Learn more about
the geology and striking versatility
of this mineral, and see examples of
ancient and modern soapstone
implements and art objects. Using a
tool kit you can keep, you will make

The following news items from
various organizations are being
shared with us courtesy of Dave
Poirier,
Staff
Archaeologist,
Historic Preservation and Museum
Division, Connecticut Commission
on Arts, Tourism, Culture, History
and Film, (also known as the
Connecticut
State
Historic
Preservation Office or “SHPO”).
Dave sends out e-mail updates
regularly, and you can contact him
at Dave.poirier@ct.gov about
being placed on his mailing list.

Sparks, Patrick (2007) Guide to
Evaluating Historic Iron & Steel
Bridges. Sparks Engineering Inc.
Ford, Ben, et al. (2008)
Archaeological Excavation of the
Mardi Gras Shipwreck (16CM01),
Gulf of Mexico Continental Slope.
Mineral Management Service.
Lewis, Berkeley R. (1972) Small
Arms Ammunition at the
International Exposition
Philadelphia, 1876. Smithsonian
Institution Press.

CRM Reports
The following table is a sample of Cultural Resource Management (CRM) activity in Connecticut. This is a list of CRM reports
transferred from State Historic Preservation Office to the public archive at UConn, shared with us courtesy of Dave Poirier,
Staff Archaeologist.
Rep #
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

CRM Reports Transferred to UConn's Dodd Center
Authors
Year Subject
Holmes, Brodeur & McBride
2008 Pequot Trail extension, Ledyard
Heritage Consultants
2008 Sachems Head Road cell tower, Guilford
Mair
2008 Route 133, Bridgewater
Heritage Consultants
2008 Senior Care development, Simsbury
Landgraf & Banks
2008 Richard Smith forge site, Colebrook
Heritage Consultants
2009 Brickyard Road development, Brooklyn
Heritage Consultants
2009 Kleen Transmission Line Rebuild, Middletown
Banks
2008 Old Newgate Prison, East Granby
Ranslow
2008 New England Phase I Surveys Analysis (M.A. thesis, UCONN)
Doucette et al.
2009 Algonquin Gas site evaluations, Ledyard, North Stonington,
Norwich & Preston
Walwer & Walwer
2009 Richmond Hill Bridge & West Stamford Cemetery, Stamford
Forrest & Clouette
2009 Harkness Memorial State Park, Waterford
Clouette & Harper
2008 Renaissance Place historic/arch. assessment, Naugatuck
Stewart
2008 Combustion Engineering documentation, Windsor
PAL, Inc.
2008 New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Bridge
documentation, Groton & New London
Bedford
2008 Route 181 Bridge documentation, Barkhamsted
Bedford
2008 Route 219 Bridge documentation, New Hartford
Eshelman
2001 Oyster Fisheries Maritime Heritage context study
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The Institute for American Indian Studies
Washington, CT
860-868-0518

This Spring at IAIS...
Calendar of Events
April — June 2009
New Exhibits

“From East to West, Across Our Homelands
Our Homelands stretch from coast to coast, across the continent of North America. We are
many different peoples, all with a unique cultural identity. For thousands of years our ancestors
have traded and shared ideas and materials with one another, traveling over the ancient paths
and trade routes that connect us. Our Grandmothers and Grandfathers have taught us the
traditional ways of weaving grasses and fibers, of molding clay, of carving wood and stitching
quills and beads into useful items as well as beautiful and symbolic works of art.
When visitors from Spain, France, Holland and Great Britain first arrived on our shores four
centuries ago we welcomed the commodities these new trading partners could provide. Glass
beads, calico fabrics, wool and metals were incorporated into our traditional lifeways. Though
many changes have occurred since our earliest encounters with European peoples, our
communities and cultural traditions have endured. We continue to educate our sons and
daughters in the skills of our ancestors as we pass on our unique techniques and designs, and
their social and spiritual meanings, to younger generations.
This exhibit celebrates the enduring artistry and individuality of Native American communities
throughout North America.

Discovering Native American Sites through Contract
Archeology:
The De Laval Precontact Site, A Multicomponent Site along the
Wappinger Creek, Dutchess County, New York
The De Laval Precontact Site was discovered in 2006 during an archeological investigation of a
property prior to development. The half-acre site contains both Archaic and Woodland
components, testifying to an enduring Native American presence at this location and providing
valuable information related to settlement patterns and resource procurement along the
Wappinger Creek. Using the example of the National Register-eligible De Laval Precontact
Site, this exhibit explains what contract archaeology (cultural resource management) is and
how it investigate properties for the presence of cultural remains. On display are artifacts
recovered from the excavation including pottery, projectile points, and stone tools. Exhibited in
the Alfred M. Darlow Museum Gallery room through 8/31/09.
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Litchfield Hills Archaeology Club
The Litchfield Hills Archaeology Club meets on the second Sunday of the month for lectures
prior to the dig season, and will begin the first of possibly several digs in late May /early June
depending on the weather. For more information, please contact llavin.iais@charter.net or 860868-0518
Annual membership is $35 per individual or $50 per family and includes free admission
to lectures, fieldtrips and an invitation to join the annual summer dig. Please visit our website
(birdstone.org) for an application.
For non-members, there is a $5 per lecture fee.

Litchfield Hills Archaeology Club Lecture
Sunday, April 5, 2009 3:00 pm
Nadzia Borowski, an LHAC member with a 25 year interest in the ancient Maya and who has
traveled with well-known professionals to many Maya ruins will present “The Role of Royal
Women in Ancient Maya Politics; An Illustrated Lecture”. Royal women appeared in Maya art
only when they served a political function. Once the political goal of a community had been
achieved, women were no longer deemed important enough to be publicly portrayed. This
presentation will discuss several Maya queens who were portrayed in works of art.
Fee:
Free to LHAC members / $ 5 Adults

“Made of Thunder, Made of Glass: American Indian Beadwork of
the Northeast”
Sunday, April 19, 2009 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Join artist, author, collector and independent researcher, Gerry Biron of Wabanaki descent, as
he presents a comprehensive discussion of the "souvenir" purses that were made by Native
American women of the northeast during the 19th century. Regarded by many as some of the
finest representations of American Indian art, the creators of this work came from diverse
cultures and regions - the Haudenosaunee of New York State and Canada and the Wabanaki
of northern New England and the Maritime Provinces of Eastern Canada. Mr. Biron's
presentation will focus on the influences that led to the development of these beautiful items.
History and art will merge in a discussion that promises to give greater meaning to this
extraordinary form of art. In addition to exploring the historical development of beadworking as
an art form and as a subsistence practice for Native women, the presentation will look at
beadworking within the context of art, fashion and the tourist economy of the nineteenth
century.
Exhibit walk through with Gerry Biron will follow. Fee: Regular museum admission /
Members Free

Archaeology Field Trip to Ancient Native American Soapstone
Quarries!
Saturday, April 25, 2009 1:30 pm - 5:00 pm
Join anthropologist & Litchfield Hills Archaeology Club president Andrea Rand in a Spring walk
through the beautiful Peoples State Forest in Barkhamsted to visit the 3,500 year old soapstone
quarries. If time permits, we will also visit the Lighthouse Site, the remains of what was once a
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thriving early historic Native American community made famous by archaeologist Dr. Ken Feder
in his book "A Village of Outcasts". Meet at IAIS at 12:30 am and we will carpool/caravan to
Peoples State Forest.
Fee: Free to LHAC members / $ 10 General Public

Artifact Identification Day
Sunday, May 3, 2009

1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

IAIS Director of Research and Collections, Dr. Lucianne Lavin, will be available to identify your
Native American cultural artifacts from the region. Whether it’s the arrowhead you found in
your backyard or the basket that has been in your family for generations, bring it to the museum
and uncover the past. Limit 12 items per visitor please.
Fee: Included in regular museum admission

Bat Chat:

Getting to Know Our Most Misunderstood Allies
Sunday, May 17, 2009

1:00 pm

Did you know that bats have occupied our planet for fifty million years yet we have only
seriously studied them over the last six decades! Join Gerri Griswold, Director of Administration
and Development at The White Memorial Conservation Center in Litchfield and licensed wildlife
rehabilitator and educator, for Bat Chat! Through Q&A, a brief slide presentation, and the help
of a live Big Brown Bat and a Little Brown Bat, we’ll explore biology, ecology, sonar, and cultural
highs and lows of these extraordinary creatures. Please call for reservations. Fee: $8 Adults /
$5 Children

Second Annual Primitive Skills Day
Saturday, May 23, 2009

11:00 am - 2:00 pm

What would you do if you didn’t have a match to start a fire, a metal pot to cook in or a grocery
store to buy your food? How did early Native Americans survive without these luxuries?
Come to Primitive Skills day and discover first hand. Join Primitive Technologists Jeff Kalin
(Cherokee descent), Jamie Leffer, Andrew Dubos and Deneen Bernier for an afternoon learning
about flintknapping, how to build simple survival shelters, create fire from friction and shoot with
bows and arrows.
Fee: $10 Adults / $6 Children

Spring Wild Edibles Walk
Saturday, May 30, 2009 12:30 pm - 3:30 pm
Did you know that many plants right in your backyard that make a great addition to your dinner
table? Ramps, wild onion, wood sorrel, even pine needles are all out there waiting for your
culinary delight! Join us in exploring and learning about the world of wild edible plants. Andrew
Dobos, Primitive Skills Practitioner, will guide you in identifying, harvesting and preparing some
common plants. Bring your notebook, camera and sense of adventure! CT Educators may earn
0.3 CEUs
Please call for reservations.

Fee $15 Adults / $12 Members
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Connecticut Gravestone Network
Annual Spring Symposium
April 4 – 9am to 4pm –
Admission is $10 pay at the door - $5 CGN members
Door opens at 9:00 am with coffee and breakfast snacks ready.
Our Guest Host is East Hartford’s Friends of Center Cemetery
Location: South Senior Center in 70 Canterbury St., East Hartford
Just down from the junction of Maple and South Main St.s
Lectures
9:30 AM Introduction For First Timers on Conservation Basics by Ruth Brown
This is a traditional offer at our symposiums to welcome new guests and help them understand the topics
that CGN members are concerned about. Ruth’s focus is on recognizing what’s been lost before we move
forward to protect what’s left.
10:30 AM Geer Cemetery Restoration by AGS member Joe Ferrannini
His personal adventure to rescue an abandoned family cemetery in the northern Rensselaer County, New
York, Town of Pittstown. The presentation shows the transformation from a totally neglected, forgotten
site, to a respectful final resting place.
11:30 AM a special presentation from Al Sargis of the New Britain Assyrian Cemetery who
has created a fascinating software program that connects your genealogy and cemetery all in one a
pleasant visual journey.
LUNCH BREAK
Time to socialize, visit vendors, carve some stone
or look at new books and information displayed by others.
1:30 PM The Restoration of the Huntington Tomb in Norwichtown by David Oat
This presentation will take through the various steps and discoveries from the archeology team that had to
open the tomb and inventory the contents before they were removed for storage at the local funeral home
to the repairs and accoutrements made for the returning of the remains and the dedication to one the
greatest historical figures of our Connecticut’s Colonial History.
Depending on time David will also share some of the story regarding the vandalism of the Yantic
Cemetery in spring of 2008 and the progress made in repairs since.
Directions: From Hartford you take 84 east to route 2 east and get off at exit 5C for Maple
Turn left and at stop sign turn onto Handel St then 2nd right is Canterbury. Street ends in a cul-de-sac
where center is located. There is plenty of parking.
Look for Connecticut Gravestone Program signs.
If your coming from route 2 west then you need to use exit 5A follow through and take left in front of
Wendi’s to reverse direction.
Those using route 3 and the Putnam Bridge can come down to Main St. Glastonbury and head north
toward East Hartford and the Plaza, your next four way intersection will be Maple St. on your right.
For more information contact Ruth Shapleigh-Brown shapbrown@cox.net or 860-643-5652
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CALENDAR
To help members plan their
calendars, we post the dates of
meetings of interest in Connecticut
and neighboring states.
Please
contact the editor with any meetings
you are aware of which you feel
would be of interest to the
membership.
April 3-5, 2009, Society for
Pennsylvania Archaeology 80th
Annual Meeting, Harrisburg, PA
April 4, 2009, New Hampshire
Archaeological Society Spring
Meeting, Plymouth, NH
April 17-19, 2009, New York
Archaeological Association, 93rd
Annual Meeting, Victor, NY
April 18, 2009, ASC 75th Annual
Meeting, Essex, CT
April 18, 2009, Massachusetts
Archaeological Society 70th Annual
Meeting, New Bedford, MA
April 22-26, 2009, Society for
American Archaeology, Atlanta, GA
May 28-31, 2009, Society for
Industrial Archaeology, Pittsburgh,
PA
October 16-18, 2009, Council for
Northeast Historical Archaeology
Annual Meeting, Quebec City,
Canada
November 5-7, 2009, Eastern
States Archaeological Federation
(EASF), Johnstown, PA

ASC OFFICERS
Dan Cruson – President
174 Hanover Road
Newtown, CT 06470
Home Phone 203-426-6021
E-Mail: dcruson@charter.net

Robyn Swan Filippone – Secretary
985 Bronson Rd.
Fairfield, CT 06824
Home Phone 203-259-8440
Work Phone 203-259-0346
Cell 203-566-7740
E-Mail: rlsf99@optonline.net
Don Malcarne - Treasurer &
Membership
10 South Cove Lane
Essex, CT 06426
Phone 860-767-1191
E-Mail: dmalcarne@snet.net
Lucianne Lavin - Bulletin Editor
108 New Street
Seymour, CT 06483
Home Phone 203-888-8897
E-Mail: llavin.iais@charter.net
Ernie Wiegand II - E.S.A.F. Rep.
152 Silver Spring Road
Wilton, CT 06897
Home Phone 203-762-1972
Work Phone 203-857-7377
E-Mail:EWiegand@ncc.commnet.edu

Nick Bellantoni - State
Archaeologist
Office of State Archaeology
2019 Hillside Ave, U-1023
University of Connecticut
Storrs, CT 06269-1023
Home Phone 860-666-9648
Work Phone 860-486-5248
E-Mail:
nbell@uconnvm.uconn.edu
Dawn Brown – Director at Large
1714 Capitol Ave.
Bridgeport, CT 06604
Home Phone 203-335-8745
E-Mail: dawnlb@juno.com
Rob Wallace - Director at Large
33 Frank St.
Trumbull, CT 06611
Home Phone 203-452-1948
E-Mail: trowel4fun@aol.com
Diana Messer – Director at Large
376 Newtown Tpke
Redding, CT 06896
E-Mail: deahah@aol.com
Cell Phone 203-470-9395
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Lee West - Newsletter Editor
366 Main Street
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Home Phone 860-721-1185
E-Mail: lfwest@sbcglobal.net
Editor’s Note:
ASC News is
published three times a year, in
September, January and March.
Please address inquiries and
contributions to future issues to ASC
News, Lee West - Editor, 366 Main
St., Wethersfield, CT 06109
E-Mail: lfwest@sbcglobal.net

2009 DUES NOW PAYABLE
It’s time to renew your membership
for 2009. Check your mailing label
if you are unsure if you are current.
(The label may not reflect payments
received in the last month) If it
reads 08 or earlier, please fill out
the form and mail it back with your
check. Thanks!
I want to apply/renew membership
in the Archaeological Society of
Connecticut, Inc. (ASC) to promote
archaeological research, conservation and service. Enclosed are my
dues for the membership category:
(circle one)
Individual
Institutional
Life

$25.00
$40.00
$300.00

Name: ______________________
Address: ____________________
____________________________
Phone: (___) _________________
E-Mail: _____________________
Send to Don Malcarne, ASC
Treasurer, 10 South Cove Lane,
Essex, CT 06426-1422

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF CONNECTICUT

SPRING MEETING
Essex Town Hall, West Ave. & Grove St.
Essex, CT
Saturday, April 18, 2009
Dawn Brown, Program Chair

Theme: Archaeology in Connecticut: an Archaeological Society of
Connecticut 75th Anniversary Celebration
Admission: non-members (general public) - $10, members (ASC) - $8, students - $5
9:00

Registration begins (with coffee and doughnuts)

9:15

Welcome, announcements - Dan Cruson, President, Archaeological Society
of Connecticut

9:30-10:00

Nick Bellantoni, Ph. D., State Archaeologist, University of Connecticut;
Paul Grant-Costa, Ph. D., Yale University "With a Spade and a Shovel"

ABSTRACT: As late as the 19th century, some believed that the serious study of past cultures
could only be accomplished by reading old manuscripts and consulting old texts, not by digging
up artifacts from the soil "with a spade and a shovel." That later task only provided curious
items suitable for display in a cigar box, an old handkerchief, or in a glass box at the local
library. By the end of that century, however, that way of thinking had given way to more modern
notions of scientific inquiry. At the time, the discipline of archaeology as an academic pursuit
was still quite new, even though people had been collecting Indian artifacts in Connecticut for
centuries, and soon there emerged two types of individuals who competed for access to Indian
artifacts – the professional archaeologist and the local collectors. With an eye for the perfect
specimen, collectors prized their own familiar treasure sites, neglecting to record specific
contextual data, and excluded the university-types, who they assumed, threatened to take away
their favorite past time. Archaeologists, on the other hand, were worried that information site
locations could provide was being lost at a disturbing pace and agitated to find sites before
collectors could locate them. For over a generation, their paths often crossed, their interests were
often at odds, their knowledge kept secret to their own members.
When a group of individuals interested in collecting and studying archaeological remains met to
establish the Archeological Society of Connecticut in the spring of 1934, they hoped their new
association would "serve as a bond between the individual archaeologists, collectors in the State,
and similar organizations in the United States and elsewhere." By the end of the year, the ASC
could count two hundred and four members and collectors from all corners of Connecticut, who
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came together with spades and shovels in growing mutual cooperation While most ASC members
may have some knowledge about the history of their society through reading the Bulletin, many
may not be familiar with some of its early members and their work, or appreciate how the ASC
held together such a diverse group of people. This presentation, therefore, looks at a number of
several of the founding ASC members, their interests, habits, and interactions with each other in
the context of their time.
SPEAKER: Nicholas F. Bellantoni serves as the state archaeologist with the Connecticut State
Museum of Natural History and Archaeology Center at the University of Connecticut. He
received his doctorate in anthropology from UConn in 1987 and was shortly thereafter appointed
state archaeologist. His duties are many, but primarily include the preservation of archaeological
sites in the state. His research background is the analysis of skeletal remains from eastern North
America. He has been excavating in Connecticut for over 30 years.

10:00-10:30

Cosimo Sgarlata, Ph. D.
“Intra-Site Spatial Analysis and the Study of Human Cultural Evolution in
Southern New England’s Archaic and Woodland Societies”

ABSTRACT: Over the past 75 years archaeologists have come to better understand the
formation processes which are responsible for the creation of the archaeological record.
Additionally, the scope of research has broadened to include sub-fields such as behavioral
ecology and cognitive archaeology. In terms of hunter-gatherer studies this expansion has
brought about important insights into documentation and explanation of variability in “complex
hunter-gatherers.” However, similar understanding of variability and processes of human
cultural evolution in simple hunter-gatherers societies has lagged behind.
One of the most
important impediments to performing this type of research for simple hunter-gatherer societies of
Southern New England’s Archaic and Woodland Periods, is the application of suitable
techniques of intra-site spatial analysis for the small-scale campsites which these societies
typically produce. This discussion will focus on the application of spatial statistics and GIS for
identifying inter and intra-site spatial patterning, as well as relevant information concerning
ethnoarchaeological data, and site formation processes.
SPEAKER: Cosimo Sgarlata received his doctorate in Anthropology with a focus in
Archaeology from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York (CUNY) in
December of 2008. His dissertation entitled "The Upland Archaeology of West Rock Ridge in
South-Central Connecticut: Small Stemmed Point Tradition Land-Use Intensification" focused
on the usage of archaeological data from a unique environment, a trap-rock ridge in New Haven
County, in order to understand processes of adaptation on the part of prehistoric hunter-gatherer
societies of Southern New England. Cosimo is also a graduate of Norwalk Community College’s
Archaeology as an Avocation Program.

10:30-11:00

Ernest Wiegand, Norwalk Community College
“Between a Rock and a Wet Place: the Use of Rockshelters in Southwestern
Connecticut”

ABSTRACT: Rockshelters, while a common site type throughout the northeast, have generally
been reported only as individual sites and have not been the subject of a broader synthesis. This
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survey of rockshelters sites throughout lower Fairfield County was conducted to learn about their
distribution and use through time. Characteristics of rockshelters and their immediately
surrounding environments were examined to determine what factors may have been important in
the choice to use a shelter and for what purpose. The results have since been employed in the
discovery an analysis of numerous sites, some of which they have gone undetected or overlooked
in past surveys.
SPEAKER: Ernest A. Wiegand is a professor of Anthropology and Sociology at Norwalk
Community College and Director of the college’s Archaeology as an Avocation Certificate
Program. He is also a consultant directing cultural resource management studies through out
southwestern Connecticut and southeastern New York.

11:00-11:30

Jeff Kalin, Primitive Technologies, Inc.
“Talking Flakes”

ABSTRACT: Stone chippage clusters are not only used as site indicators but also may reveal
tool types. By incorporating individual flake characteristics and mass flake analysis it is possible
to gain insight into manufacturing behaviors and techniques. Findings provide distinct signatures
between the different flaked stone tools and their associated debitage. Jeff will provide an
overview of thirty years of research, comparing different manufacturing techniques using
experimental replication and illustrating how experimental archaeology can apply to classical
archaeology.
SPEAKER: Jeffrey Victor Kalin is Founding Director of Primitive Technologies, Inc. His
company recreates the material culture of prehistoric Native American life. He has more than 30
years experience in his field. Mr. Kalin is a consultant to museum curators and archaeologists in
the analysis of artifacts. He is a recognized expert in Clovis point replication and other types of
stone tools. He has constructed over 200 prehistoric buildings using traditional tools, materials
and techniques. Jeff has also produced numerous sets and props for filmmakers. His wood-fired
replica pottery, hand-built from river clay, is in private and public collections. Skilled in all
aspects of Native American indigenous arts, Mr. Kalin has taught those skills to others, including
hands-on workshops for all ages of children and adults.

11:30-1:00

Lunch (On your own – you may bring a lunch if you wish, but there are several
dinning choices within walking distance of the Essex Town Hall)

12:40-1:00

ASC Business Meeting

1:00-1:30

Diana Messer, Southern Connecticut State University;
Daniel Cruson, Archaeological Society of Connecticut
“Back to the Park: Another Look at an Enlisted Men’s Hut at the Putnam Winter
Encampment”

ABSTRACT: In the fall of 2008, after a hiatus of four years, Daniel Cruson and Diana Messer
returned to Putnam Memorial State Park with a crew of students from Western Connecticut State
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University to investigate the site of an enlisted men’s hut in order to reexamine two features left
from the previous excavation. In the two huts that had been previously excavated it had been
found that there were differences in site leading us to believe that these differences might mark
the boundary between two regiments. To prove this hypothesis we needed to determine that
evidence of site preparation continued into the neighboring huts. In addition to finding that lack
of site preparation characterized the hut to the north we also discovered several new and
distinctive features of life in the huts.
SPEAKER: Diana Lynn Messer is a senior at Southern Connecticut State University and majors
in anthropology with a concentration in physical anthropology and archaeology. She is also a
Director at Large for the Archaeological Society of Connecticut.
Dan Cruson taught archaeology at Joel Barlow High School for over 30 years, is the Town
Historian for Newtown, CT, and is the president of the Archaeological Society of Connecticut.
1:30-2:00

David S. Robinson, M.A., R.P.A., University of Connecticut/Fathom
Research, LLC
“Underwater Archaeology in Connecticut - Past, Present and Future”

ABSTRACT: When the ASC was founded 75 years ago, the field of underwater archaeology,
indeed, even the idea of it, did not yet exist. Today, 50 years after its inception, underwater
archaeology is now an established and vital element of both academic and applied or "CRM"
archaeology. Within the last decade, the State of Connecticut has witnessed the development
here of world-class marine archaeological research agencies and institutes (NURC and IFE), the
designation of shipwrecks as State Archaeological Preserves, the installation of a marine
archaeological library in the Office of the Connecticut State Archaeologist, and the creation of a
maritime archaeology minor at the University of Connecticut. As a result of these recent
advances, the people of Connecticut now have extraordinary opportunities to learn about the past
through the unique lens that maritime archaeology provides. This paper provides an overview of
underwater archaeology in Connecticut - past, present and future.
SPEAKER: David Robinson is the principal and director of marine archaeological services for
the applied marine science and submerged cultural resources management firm, Fathom
Research, LLC. He holds an M.A. degree from Texas A&M University’s Nautical Archaeology
Program and is completing a doctoral degree in Anthropology at the University of Connecticut.
His research focuses on the archaeology of submerged settlements of ancient Native Americans
and Stone Age Scandinavians, as well as on shipwrecks. This work has taken him from the frigid
waters of the Baltic Sea, to the outer limits of the Continental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico, and
the coastal waters of the Mid-Atlantic and New England, including those of Connecticut. David
is the Maritime Heritage representative on the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary's
Advisory Council and an adjunct faculty member at UConn-Avery Point where he teaches the
undergraduate course - Methods in Maritime Archaeology.

2:00-2:30

Robert Stewart, Historical Technologies
“Archaeology and the Industrial Revolution”
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ABSTRACT: This presentation focuses on the discipline of industrial archaeology. Industrial
archaeology concentrates on the physical evidence of industry and technology, specifically the
study, interpretation and preservation of historically significant industrial sites, infrastructure,
artifacts, and manufacturing technology. Tangible examples would include engineered or
vernacular structures, buildings, artifacts, industrial processes, bridges, railroads, canals,
landscapes, and worker communities. The discipline looks forward to advancing an awareness
and appreciation of preserving industrial heritage. It is an eclectic, interdisciplinary field of study
encompassing architecture, archeology, engineering, industrialization, museum operations, civic
planning, historical technology and preservation activities. The presentation will include
illustrations and case histories of some site documentation projects.
SPEAKER: Robert C. Stewart is the principal of Historical Technologies, a firm specializing in
archaeological documentation of industrial sites. He founded the company on retiring after a 30
year engineering career at United Technologies. Mr. Stewart works as a field investigator,
photographer, delineator and consultant in cultural resource documentation. Documentation is
done under contract with other cultural resource firms, for the National Park Service or other
governmental agencies and private clients. Historical Technologies has completed projects
documenting railroads, power plants, nuclear facilities, bridges, aerospace installations, ships,
dams, 19th century factory complexes, military/government sites and obsolete process
technologies. Mr. Stewart is past president of the Society for Industrial Archeology and a current
member of the Board of Directors of that organization. He is a founder of the Noble & Cooley
Center for Historic Preservation, "The Museum of Yankee Ingenuity", in Granville,
Massachusetts.

2:30-3:00

Ryan W. Hewey and Warren R. Perry, Ph. D., Central Connecticut State
University “Negrotown: An Archaeology of African Agency from Colonial
Connecticut”

ABSTRACT: Occupied roughly between 1770 and 1822, “Negrotown” was a small community
of people of African or mixed descent that lived communally within what is now New Hartford,
Connecticut. Negrotown served as a temporary anchorage for many families of color in transition
during a time when many captive Africans were being granted their freedom in New England.
“Outsider communities” often played a significant role in the economic, social, and political
development of pre- and post-colonial New England; ongoing excavations have shown that this
recently rediscovered settlement is no different. Thanks to its location and to its uniquely
African-influenced social and occupational structure, Negrotown served as an important cultural
mediator between the white communities and multiethnic outsider communities found in Western
Connecticut during the early Republic period. This discussion examines Negrotown’s use of nontraditional widespread social and commercial networks and the effects of the developing
capitalist local industry upon these relationships.
Speaker: Ryan W. Hewey earned his B.A. in Anthropology / Archaeology from CCSU and
works with their Archaeology Laboratory for African & African Diaspora Studies (ALAADS).
He begins his graduate work at UMass this fall. Dr. Warren R. Perry is a Professor at CCSU, the
director of the University’s Archaeology Laboratory for African & African Diaspora Studies
(ALAADS), and the co-director of the Africana Center.
3:00-4:00

Reception
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DIRECTIONS TO THE SPRING MEETING
Essex Town Hall
West Ave. & Grove St.
Essex, CT

From Route 9 going south – take Exit #3 – go left at bottom of ramp to
stoplight (75 yards) – go left on West Ave. – take 4th street on left
(Grove St.) between library and Town Hall – park in rear of Town Hall
From Route 9 going north – take Exit #3 – go left at bottom of ramp to
stoplight (75 yards) – go right on West Ave. – take 4th street on left
(Grove St.) between library and Town Hall – park in rear of Town Hall
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